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IDEAS THAT
TRANSFORM



“
”

By thinking about that future now, we get ready to act 
ethically and responsively, in other words, thinking about the 

future today prepares us to make history tomorrow."

Jane Mcgonigal, Director of Game Research and Development at the Institute for the Future (IFTF).



beauty



WOMAN POWER

______ Feminine empowerment has led to 
several market changes.



“The feminine empowerment is a movement that has 
definitely been around for some time.

What has changed is the visibility the movement has 
gained, and “visibility” may be the best way to call what is 

going on in the world of brands today.”

 Felipe Santini Ferraz, Stella Artois brand manager.  



01 THE FIRST WAVE: WOMEN’S SUFFRAGE!

02 SECOND WAVE: PERSONAL IS POLITICAL!

THIRD WAVE: PUNK, INTERSECTIONALITY, AND 
POSTMODERNITY03



A FOURTH WAVE?



What we see today is a movement in which  
women have become the protagonists of 
the cultural behavior scene and are earning 
their place in the sun. 



The fourth wave of the feminine movement is   
increasingly gaining momentum in advertising 
and technology and in other disruptive innovative 
forms that will surprise and inspire this generation 
of women. 







The fourth wave is marked mainly by the 
massive use of social networks to organize, 
raise awareness, and spread feminist ideals. 



FEMININE POWER

___________________________ products



BUSINESS

Today women are on the covers of 
not only fashion magazines, but also 
on business magazines. 

ENGAGEMENT

Important luxury brands use their brand 
power to promote engagement and surf 
on the 4 th wave. 

VOICE

Brands use their power to give a voice to 
women and to broaden the feminine 
empowerment ecosystem.



COMUNICATION 

Products that strengthen the feminine power
Translate: my role of beauty is just one: be happy! 

WORK MARKET

Companies have started to implement benefits and strengthen women’s 
rights.  Reserva- brazilian fashion brand is the first brand to give 180 days 
of motherhood license.



BETÂNIA, a feminist robot that uses Facebook 
Messenger to engage the public in the women’s rights  
agenda.

SKOL, brazilian beer brand (AMBEV group) says 
goodbye to sexism with a reposter campaign, 
which  invited 6  illustrators to recreate the 
brand past ads.



what is beauty

https://edition.cnn.com/videos/health/2018/03/06/what-is-beauty-cnn-health.cnn
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=acAMJqDt7XU


 The way women see the concept of beauty 
is constantly changing. 



beauty = esthetics beauty = health/wellness beauty = emotional

RESIDUAL DOMINANT EMERGING

anos 90 futuro

Fonte: Mindminers & Sharp 2018 - Top of Hearts Brazil  



FUTURE

___ Female consumers are more connected to brands 
that have products and solutions aligned with what they 
truly feel and desire. 



38%

beauty = emotionalbeauty = emotional beauty = health/wellness

31% 7%
“ when you feel good on the inside 
and on the outside"

“to attract positive looks" “to be happy with your body"



" Love your own body is a revolution. 
For 64% of women, being beautiful is 
feeling confident. 

Fonte: Mindminers 2018



70% wear make-up to highlight 
their favorite features.

Fonte: Mindminers 2018



FUTURE

___ Female consumers will choose brands in connection 
with their personal values. 



#1
Movements such as the "do yourself“ and  "makers" have 
ecouraged consumers to create their own beauty products.#2
69% feel that most brands publicly support the cause of diversity 
only as a marketing strategy. 



A pesquisa da MINDMINDERS e Sharp revelou que a maioria das mulheres entrevistadas 
associou o significado de “ser bonita” a  questões emocionais e relacionadas à saúde.

64%

62%

52%

34%

18%
15%

9%

8%

4%

being beautiful means feeling self-assured and confident 

being beautiful means being nice and treating others with kindness 

being beautiful means being true to yourself 

being beautiful means being healthy 

being beautiful means having a strong personality 

means being a good dresser 

being means being delicate

being  beautiful  means having symmetrical features 

Being beautiful means being thin



CASES

________ AWP e Simple Organic



ALL WOMAN PROJECT



SIMPLE ORGANIC



PACKAGING

_________________ INSIGHTS



HOLOGRAPHIC



NATURAL COLORS



KAWAII



BEAUTY ART



MINIMAL



BAMBOO



CLASSIC FLORAL



CONCEPT STORES

________ GLOSSIER, BENEFIT, KKW, FENTY



GLOSSIER



BENEFIT



KKW



FENTY BY RIHANNA



FINAL 
CONSIDERATIONS



With this personal resignification and women’s 
empowerment movement, brands face the 
challenge of establishing a deeper relationship 
with consumers, who are now more engaged 
and demanding. 



Increasingly personalized actions get a head 
start by creating much truer, and consequently, 
more lasting connections.  



The result of this can be seen in sales, on social 
media and on the creation of ambassadors of 
not only what you sell, but also of what you 
believe.  
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